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Chapter 3031 Beat Her Up! 

Everyone was shocked. Wei Wucai even thought that Yan Zhiqing’s personality had changed. 

They then heard Yan Zhiqing say, “Some TV series show mean male leads who constantly argue with the 

main female leads. The crowd goes wild watching them argue. However, if they met guys like that in real 

life, they would probably die from anger. Men who are rude will be single forever.” 

She added, “No girl will like a guy who constantly goes against them.” Yan Zhiqing was clearly implying 

something else. 

Everyone could tell what she was actually saying. 

“True.” Wei Wucai nodded in agreement. 

This time, it was Yan Zhiqing who was shocked. 

Her eyes widened and she blurted out, “Do you seriously think what I said was reasonable?” 

She was implying that the rude guy was him! 

Yet Wei Wucai was not angry? 

He was always very mean. 

Whenever anyone dared to talk about him this way, he would respond with verbal attacks until the 

other party cried. 

“Of course,” Wei Wucai said. “I don’t like that type of guy either.” 

Everyone was speechless. 

Yan Zhiqing froze and thought she had heard wrong. 

She pricked her ears. Behaving in a way that showed she didn’t care about her image and was unaware 

of her status as a famous celebrity, she asked, “What did you say?” Without waiting for Wei Wucai’s 

answer, Yan Zhiqing hurriedly asked again as though she was in a rush to get the truth out, “You said you 

don’t like that type of guy? You like 

guys?” 

“That’s not what I said.” Wei Wucai, being the smart one, was not willing to give Yan Zhiqing any 

evidence. 

In the future, if Yan Zhiqing were to hold him accountable for what he said, then things would not be 

good. 

“But you said — ” Yan Zhiqing was about to argue. 

“I said I don’t like that type of guy either. I never said I liked guys,” Wei Wucai said. 

Yan Zhiqing thought to herself, “Just keep pretending and not admit it. But I know your true self!” 



The more Wei Wucai denied it, the more Yan Zhiqing felt certain that Wei Wucai was just pretending 

and lying. 

It was what she had expected. Previously, she did not know him well. 

But now, as she was going to work with him every day, there would be times when he would fail to keep 

up the pretense and expose his true self. 

Actually, why should he hide this secret? 

Everyone here was young and open-minded. 

No one would judge him because of this. 

Yan Zhiqing gave Wei Wucai a pat on the back and said, “Actually, as I interact with you more, I am 

coming to realize that you are a good person. If it is difficult to tell others about it, you can always tell 

me. Don’t always keep it all inside. It’s hard to not have even one person to confide in.” 

As Yan Zhiqing spoke, she gave Wei Wucai a wink, seemingly implying that everyone already knew his 

secret. 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 

Why was this girl behaving in a way that makes people want to beat her up! 

“I will remember what you said.” Wei Wucai nodded, seeming to have placed Yan Zhiqing’s words into 

his core memory. 

Yan Zhiqing nodded and said to Wei Wucai in an encouraging tone, “Keep this in mind. If there is 

anything you find hard to tell others, you can always tell me.” 

Seeing how confused Wei Wucai looked, Yan Zhiqing explained, “Actually, I have figured out what you 

are trying to hide.” 

To protect Wei Wucai’s reputation, Yan Zhiqing had even lowered her voice. 

She even leaned towards him so that he could hear what she was saying. 

And so, the two were very close to each other. 

Their heads were almost touching. 

And yet, Yan Zhiqing was still clueless. 

Watching this, Shi Xiaoya figured that it was about time she prepared a wedding red packet for Yan 

Zhiqing. 

  

Chapter 3032 Really Ought to Rescue 

Given Yan Zhiqing’s dim-witted appearance, Wei Wucai would be able to trap her sooner or later. 



Upon seeing this, Shi Xiaoya felt that she needed to take back her opinion of Wei Wucai as someone 

with low emotional intelligence. 

How could Wei Wucai’s emotional intelligence be considered low? Frighteningly high was more like it. 

He could even unconsciously set a trap for Yan Zhiqing. 

Even Shi Xiaoya, a bystander, had not realized 

it. 

She only suddenly realized it when Yan Zhiqing and Wei Wucai’s heads were about to touch. 

Unexpectedly, Wei Wucai had been able to get Yan Zhiqing to lower her guard against him with just a 

few lines. 

At this time, Wei Wucai suddenly looked over at Shi Xiaoya. 

Shi Xiaoya met his eyes with a complicated expression and then shifted her gaze away as if nothing had 

happened. 

Wei Wucai wanted to say something, but he hesitated. Instead, he said in embarrassment, “F-Figured 

out what?” 

Yan Zhiqing felt that it was not something she should say so openly, so she pointed it out ambiguously, 

“I know that you like the same type… as me.” 

Yan Zhiqing felt that it should be very easy to understand what she meant by this line. 

She liked men. 

If Wei Wucai liked the same type as her, did that not mean he liked men too? 

Yan Zhiqing silently gave her quick-wittedness a thumbs up. 

Since even Yan Zhiqing was able to think of this, Wei Wucai would definitely be able to understand what 

she had guessed just from hearing this line. 

The corner of Wei Wucai’s lips twitched, and he shot an indescribable glance at her. 

Inwardly, he told her, just wait! 

Right now, he would simply add all of these things Yan Zhiqing did onto her debt. 

In the future, he would bring up each thing and get her to settle her debt to him. 

Yan Zhiqing still had no idea that she had already been recorded into Wei Wucai’s little black book. 

She was even speaking quite happily here. 

Shi Xiaoya did not know the hidden intentions Wei Wucai kept in his heart. 

However, when she saw Yan Zhiqing rushing wildly towards disaster without even considering a detour, 

Shi Xiaoya could not help how her heart ached for the future Yan Zhiqing. 



Initially, Wei Wucai was mulling over how to naturally and unpretentiously convey “sisterly” feelings 

towards Yan Zhiqing. 

In the end, it was Yan Zhiqing who first brought it up and resolved Wei Wucai’s dilemma. 

Despite that, Wei Wucai did not, in the slightest, want to praise Yan Zhiqing for being good at 

understanding others. 

Rather, he even put on a startled appearance. 

He did not say anything, but it was written on his face, ‘You know everything already?’ 

Looking on from the side, Shi Xiaoya watched this lively scene with great amusement. 

She even gave Wei Wucai’s acting a thumbs 

up. 

With Wei Wucai’s acting ability and his good looks, it would be a pity if he did not enter the 

entertainment industry and become an actor. 

If Shi Xiaoya had not already found out from Han Zhuofeng that Wei Wucai already knew how Yan 

Zhiqing thought about him, Shi Xiaoya would have been deceived by Wei Wucai’s acting 

And when exactly did Shi Xiaoya find out about this from Han Zhuofeng…? 

It was just earlier, when Yan Zhiqing began on her road to disaster. Han Zhuofeng ultimately felt that he 

really should rescue his sister-in-law. 

He could not let Shi Xiaoya head towards disaster with her. 

So, he secretly sent Shi Xiaoya a message on WeChat, simply saying one line, “Elder Brother Xiao Cai 

knows Yan Zhiqing thinks he’s gay!” 

Shi Xiaoya could smell a reeking scent of blood from this simple line. 

At that time, Yan Zhiqing had been preoccupied with talking to Wei Wucai. Her attention was 

completely focused on him, so she did not notice what was going on at Shi Xiaoya and Han Zhuofeng’s 

side. 

Shi Xiaoya then seized the chance to reply to Han Zhuofeng, saying, “Didn’t I tell you not to tell Wei 

Wucai about that?” 

“I had no other choice. I can’t keep letting Yan Zhiqing look at us with that peculiar 

gaze, can I?” 

Chapter 3033 Seeing Wei Wucai Walk Over Towards Her 

Han Zhuofeng replied, “Wei Wucai is an involved party. He has the right to know!” 

“Alright.” Shi Xiaoya also felt that this was somewhat reasonable. 



Moreover, Han Zhuofeng had already told Wei Wucai about it, so there was nothing they could do about 

that now. 

The most important thing was that this had played out precisely as Shi Xiaoya had told Han Zhuoling last 

night. She had predicted that Han Zhuofeng would tell Wei Wucai about Yan Zhiqing. This meant the 

current situation was not outside her expectations. 

So, Shi Xiaoya was not particularly surprised. 

As for Yan Zhiqing, when she heard Wei Wucai say “You know everything already?” and saw his 

hesitation to speak with a somewhat bashful expression… 

She felt that those words were like sounds from the heavens. 

Unexpectedly, she had truly guessed correctly! 

She indeed had a keen insight that was akin to a torch in a dark place! 

Yan Zhiqing was currently preparing to have a deeper conversation with Wei Wucai. 

However, who knew that the car would come to a stop at this moment? 

The driver said, “We’ve arrived.” 

Wei Wucai glanced at Yan Zhiqing with a complicated expression and said, “We sure got here quickly. 

Let’s get out of the car then.” 

After talking, Wei Wucai took a moment to appreciate the expression on Yan Zhiqing’s face. It was filled 

with regret, disappointment, and dejection from having to hold back the words that had clearly already 

reached her lips. 

Wei Wucai turned away in satisfaction. 

Meanwhile, Yan Zhiqing was already very depressed, so she did not notice Wei Wucai’s totally gleeful 

gaze. 

Obviously pleased with Yan Zhiqing’s reaction, Wei Wucai was taking joy in her misery. 

Yet Yan Zhiqing did not notice any of these things. 

…Let alone the fact that Wei Wucai revealed a smile after turning around. 

Wei Wucai got off the car with a smirk and thought deeply for a moment regarding Yan Zhiqing’s terribly 

stifled expression. 

His heart said, let her stay stifled! 

He would have her restrain herself for a day to make her feel extremely bad! 

Wei Wucai knew that if Yan Zhiqing was unable to ask him questions about the matter, she would 

definitely feel so stifled that it would be especially hard for her to bear it. 

That would be the case right now in particular. She had just started finding out something from him but 

was ultimately unable to ask further questions about it. 



Wei Wucai reckoned it must be making Yan Zhiqing extremely uncomfortable to be unable to either 

advance or retreat on the matter. 

As expected, he had guessed right. 

Yan Zhiqing was already feeling terribly stifled just during the morning, let alone for the whole day. 

It did not affect her condition for filming, but that was because she was a very professional actor. 

The moment she entered into work mode, she would do her best to refrain from letting her personal 

matters affect her mood. 

She would first throw her personal matters to one side and do her job well. 

However, once she emerged from filming mode, she would return to her usual self and think about the 

depressing matter she was keeping suppressed in her heart. 

As she had been unable to get an answer and had to suppress the matter, she had now become even 

more depressed. 

She completed the filming of the morning scenes with great difficulty. 

It was now their break time for lunch. 

The day before, Yan Zhiqing had already made an exception and eaten a round of good food. Today, 

when Fang Qiaohan gave her a diet lunchbox in the afternoon, he told her specifically, “Zhiqing, you 

must not eat anything else this afternoon. You can only eat these. Otherwise, I won’t help you keep it a 

secret anymore.” 

Yan Zhiqing promptly promised, “Don’t worry. I definitely won’t eat anything else. I’ll just eat these.” 

After taking the lunchbox, Yan Zhiqing looked around and saw that Wei Wucai was currently walking 

over towards her. 

Yan Zhiqing’s eyes lit up. It was still very much on her mind that the matter from early in the morning 

was not over. 

She originally wanted to go look for Wei Wucai and then initiate some heart-to-heart communication. 

However, upon seeing that Wei Wucai was unexpectedly coming over on his own, it was clear to her 

that he had no intention of temporarily avoiding her because of the matter from early in the morning. 

Furthermore, it also showed he did not regret what he had said to her then. 

This made Yan Zhiqing very happy. 

Nevertheless, she felt that it would not be very appropriate to talk with him about such a private and 

personal matter here as there were too many people around her. 

What if Wei Wucai had qualms about it and did not want other people to know? 

  

Chapter 3034 Never Seen Someone Like Yan Zhiqing 



Therefore, Yan Zhiqing, being considerate, walked towards Wei Wucai. 

Wei Wucai was halfway there when he saw Yan Zhiqing coming towards him with a bright smile on her 

face. 

This… was the first time. 

Yan Zhiqing was taking the initiative and was being very friendly. Wei Wucai pondered and realized the 

reason why Yan Zhiqing was being so weird. 

The corner of his mouth curved into a smile as he took out his phone and opened the notebook app to 

add another thing about Yan Zhiqing to the list. 

He looked at the note and saw that he had recorded many things that Yan Zhiqing had done. 

The first thing on the list was Yan Zhiqing assuming that he was gay. 

This morning, Wei Wucai had said inwardly that he was going to keep track of how Yan Zhiqing had 

wronged him. Unexpectedly, this was not just a thought. 

He actually started recording them. 

The notes he had taken this morning already took up half of the page. By the end of the day, this page 

would probably be filled up with words. 

Yan Zhiqing had no idea that Wei Wucai was recording her wrongdoings. She just thought that Wei 

Wucai was contacting someone. 

By the time she had walked over, Wei Wucai had already put his phone away. 

Seeing that Yan Zhiqing was still holding her lunch, Wei Wucai asked, “Why are you here with your 

lunch? I was about to come and see 

you.” 

Yan Zhiqing looked around before she said in a mysterious tone, “We didn’t finish our conversation this 

morning. I was worried that it might not be convenient for you while the others are present, so I came 

to see you.” 

Wei Wucai sneered inwardly as he thought about how he had never seen someone like Yan Zhiqing who 

was so eager to die. 

The thoughts that were going through Wei Wucai’s mind were dark. However, on the outside, he 

showed a beautiful face with a grateful smile. “You are so very thoughtful.” 

Yan Zhiqing’s face lit up as she said inwardly, “I guessed correctly!” 

It seemed like Wei Wucai was going to confide to her his deepest secret. Yan Zhiqing rubbed her hands 

as she looked forward to what was about to happen. 

“Let’s find a place where we could eat together,” Yan Zhiqing said. 

Initially, Wei Wucai was going to find an excuse to eat with Yan Zhiqing alone. 



Great. He didn’t even need to say anything as Yan Zhiqing herself had suggested it. 

Immediately, he heard Yan Zhiqing say, “Xiaoya and Zhuofeng are still in my car.” 

Yan Zhiqing said, embarrassed, “It will probably be uncomfortable for you to eat there.” 

With eyes full of gratitude, Wei Wucai looked at Yan Zhiqing and said, “You are so considerate.” 

The look appeared very feminine. 

Wei Wucai was a pretty boy, so his behavior didn’t seem incompatible with his looks at all. 

It did not seem weird at all. 

Instead, it seemed very natural and didn’t give rise to any feelings of repulsion. 

Yan Zhiqing was confused. 

Wei Wucai always seemed so fierce. Had he always been a bottom? 

Seeing how weak Han Zhuofeng looked in front of Wei Wucai, she wondered if Han Zhuofeng could be 

fierce enough to push Wei Wucai down. 

Yan Zhiqing felt herself doubting life. It was almost as though the whole world had become unfamiliar to 

her. 

Wei Wucai felt his eyes twitching. If he was not trying to become Yan Zhiqing’s “gay bestie,” he wouldn’t 

have acted like this. 

Just by looking at Yan Zhiqing, he knew exactly what she was thinking! 

Wei Wucai didn’t say anything about it. In fact, he asked in a shy and grateful tone, “Where would be 

the best place for us to eat together?” 

Yan Zhiqing pondered for a bit and suddenly thought of a perfect location. “Let’s go to my dressing 

room. I have a private one. It is only used when I get my makeup done. No one else goes there.” 

  

Chapter 3035 Wei Wucai Doesn’t Look Like Someone Who Won’t Pamper His Wife 

Yan Zhiqing smiled excitedly and said, “That would be perfect. No one will disturb our conversation.” 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 

Hehe. Yan Zhiqing was so dumb. How did she protect herself from all the tricksters out there and remain 

single until now? 

She was so happy to be alone in a room with a guy. She was not even afraid of others misunderstanding 

it or of anything happening 

As the “gay bestie,” Wei Wucai felt that he should really teach Yan Zhiqing a lesson about this. 

“Alright.” Wei Wucai nodded. 



He then followed Yan Zhiqing to her dressing 

room. 

Yan Zhiqing didn’t think much about it. 

Besides the fact that Wei Wucai was gay, the Yan Family and the Wei Family were also on good terms. 

Therefore, it was not weird for them to be close to each other. 

Of course, these were all Yan Zhiqing’s opinions. 

None of the others in the set shared that same thought. 

They stared at them with a hint of curiosity gleaming in their eyes. 

Everyone knew that Yan Zhiqing and Wei Wucai were always arguing. 

However, from a bystander’s point of view, their arguments didn’t seem like actual fights. 

Their arguments were more like flirting. 

Many staff members were already gossiping and guessing when Wei Wucai and Yan Zhiqing would get 

together. 

Anyone who looked at them together would guess that they would eventually become a couple. 

Han Zhuofeng sat in Yan Zhiqing’s car. With his hip pushed up, he placed his hands on the car window. 

His face was almost sticking to the glass. 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

“Zhuofeng, will you please watch your image?” Shi Xiaoya’s mouth twitched as she told him, “You look… 

I can’t even describe what you look like right now.” 

Han Zhuofeng tilted his head and stared back at Shi Xiaoya with a perplexed look. 

Han Zhuofeng did look a little stupid. 

Shi Xiaoya did a facepalm and said, “It’s no wonder Zhiqing would misunderstand. Do you know what 

you look like leaning against the window? You look so worried. How can she not have the wrong 

assumption?” Thankfully, Yan Zhiqing’s car window had a very good safety film that gave a very high 

level of privacy. 

After all, to protect herself, Yan Zhiqing needed to keep her privacy shielded well. 

If not, considering how famous she was, things might become chaotic if someone could see through her 

windows. 

meone 

Therefore, it was fortunate that the people outside the car would be unable to see Han Zhuofeng. 

Otherwise, there would be no way for Han Zhuofeng to clear this misunderstanding. 



“I was just in a rush to see what was happening between them.” Han Zhuofeng saw that Wei Wucai and 

Yan Zhiqing had entered the dressing room and were out of sight. 

Feeling disappointed, he then sat back. “I can’t see them. I am so curious. 

“Sister-in-law, you have no idea.” Han Zhuofeng sat back on the seat opposite that of Shi Xiaoya and 

said, “Last night, when Elder Brother Xiao Cai found out about the truth, he smiled so creepily that I was 

worried for Zhiqing. I thought she was going to suffer.” 

“Even if bad things happened to her, she is not going to actually suffer. Don’t worry.” Shi Xiaoya was not 

concerned at all. “Wei Wucai doesn’t look like someone who won’t pamper his wife.” 

That’s what Shi Xiaoya had said. And yet, even so, Shi Xiaoya could not help but look in the direction that 

Wei Wucai and Yan Zhiqing had disappeared to. 

*** 

Yan Zhiqing had no idea that Han Zhuofeng and Shi Xiaoya were currently worried about her. 

The dressing room looked pretty simple. Yan Zhiqing tidied up the table where she had placed her 

makeup so that Wei Wucai could use it as a dining table. 

Wei Wucai carried two chairs over. 

When Yan Zhiqing saw Wei Wucai’s food, she was surprised that Wei Wucai was also eating the diet 

meal. 

Yan Zhiqing asked in surprise, “Why are you eating this? Are you controling your weight as 

well?” 

Wei Wucai said inwardly that he, of course, was not controling his weight. 

  

Chapter 3036 As Expected, You Are Very Considerate 

He usually trained a lot and required a balanced intake of nutrients. 

The Mount Lan Compound did hire a nutritionist that adjusted their meal plans according to their 

physical state. 

Even though it was a meal plan, it had different types of meat and seafood. 

Instead of the dieting meals that had reduced oil and salt, their meal plans were very nutritious. 

Even the soup was different every day, and the choice of soup would remain different for the entire 

month. 

Due to the mix of herbs in the soup, its smell was always very strong and good. 

Although he was not at the Mount Lan Compound these days, he was still exercising at the same rate as 

before. 



Even when he was at the set, his schedule every morning remained the same as how it was when he was 

at the Mount Lan Compound. He would wake up early every morning and start the training that he had 

changed up to be more suitable to the location. 

And so, there was no need for Wei Wucai to control his weight. 

Instead, he needed to make sure that the food and nutrients he was eating balanced out with the 

energy he expended. 

“I know you have to eat this dieting meal. If I eat too well, you might feel envious, and then you would 

suffer while eating,” Wei Wucai said. 

“Food should not only satisfy your hunger but also give you joy. Although you are not allowed to eat 

other types of meals due to work, I didn’t want to make you suffer.” 

He added, “And so, I thought I should eat the same type of meal as you. It might not make your food 

taste better, but at least it would not be an excruciating meal. 

“I figured that if I were to eat very well beside you, you would feel tormented.” Wei Wucai gave her a 

gentle smile. 

Yan Zhiqing froze in shock as she thought of how considerate Wei Wucai was. 

He was so considerate. He was not like those stubborn misogynistic men. 

How could she have thought that he had a horrible personality? 

It must have been because Wei Wucai hid his true nature too well. 

Come to think of it, his horrible persona must have been a disguise to prevent others from finding out 

about his sexual orientation. 

Wei Wucai worked so hard… 

Yan Zhiqing felt bad for Wei Wucai and blurted out, “As expected of…” 

Before she said the two words, Yan Zhiqing suddenly realized that she had almost made a mistake. “As 

expected, you are very considerate.” 

Hehe! 

Wei Wucai could have sworn that he knew exactly what Yan Zhiqing was going to say before she 

corrected herself. 

Wei Wucai said with a shy expression, “Since you already know, I have nothing to hide. I didn’t expect 

that you would find out.” 

Yan Zhiqing said proudly, “Of course! I have very sharp eyes.” 

Hearing this, Wei Wucai really wanted to take Yan Zhiqing to the eye doctor. 

“Thank you for not judging me.” Wei Wucai smiled shyly. 



“I would never,” Yan Zhiqing hastily responded. “This is nothing weird or strange. You just fancy a 

different type.” 

Yan Zhiqing said happily, “Now that I think about it, you like the same type as me!” 

Wei Wucai sat down with a smile and said, “If so, we have a lot to talk about.” 

“Indeed!” Yan Zhiqing nodded excitedly. “I don’t have many friends. Xiaoya and Lu Man are both 

married. In the future, they will focus on their husband, child, and family. But me, I am single, and I have 

a lot of time to myself.” 

  

Chapter 3037 He’s Not the Type I Like 

“If I want to ask the girls to go out with me for food, drinks, and some fun, they would definitely be busy 

with home matters and have no free time.” 

Moreover, even if Shi Xiaoya and the others were willing and actually wanted to go out, they would still 

have to deal with their clingy men at home. 

Yan Zhiqing did not want to feel the cold stares of their men. 

Every one of them would definitely come to blame her for stealing their wife. 

“Then…” Wei Wucai gave her a “good sister” expression. “Then, if you want to find someone to 

accompany you on dates, walks, movies, afternoon tea, or just a chat, you can come to me.” 

Yan Zhiqing felt that this was very fitting. 

Although Wei Wucai was born a man, he was a woman at heart. 

So there would be no pressure at all if she spent time with him. 

Yan Zhiqing was happy for a moment before asking hesitantly, “Won’t I be wasting your time? I know 

you’re normally quite busy.” 

Having to deal with the Mount Lan Compound’s matters and also his own company’s work… 

Wei Wucai was a really busy person. 

Wei Wucai smiled and said, “Aren’t you also busy with filming and running all sorts of activities? 

Actually, you don’t have much free time either. Since it’s like this, during the rare times when you have 

free time, I’m sure I can make some time to accompany you. 

“After all, I’ve been keeping these things a secret for too long. I’ve actually really been longing for 

someone to know me, to understand me. So I can talk to her about anything and won’t need to suppress 

it all in my heart, making me the only one who knows about these things. I don’t have a single 

confidante, so I’ve truly been suppressing it so much that it’s become somewhat hard to bear.” 

Seemingly grateful, Wei Wucai smiled at Yan Zhiqing. “I never imagined that you would take the 

initiative to say these things to me. Since you already know, I won’t keep it a secret from you anymore. 



In the future, if anything comes up, I’ll tell you. If I have any questions about relationships, I can discuss 

them with you.” 

Wei Wucai gazed at her. This gaze was filled with charm and affection. 

“Otherwise, I’ll have to suppress my feelings and keep everything to myself since I don’t know who I can 

talk to,” Wei Wucai said. 

Yan Zhiqing looked at him and blanked out. 

Wei Wucai’s gaze had actually caused her heart to skip a beat. 

Yan Zhiqing hurriedly stabbed her fingernails into her palm, reminding herself that she had to stay calm. 

Wei Wucai liked men! 

After saying this to herself, Yan Zhiqing felt a bit regretful. 

For such a good-looking man to be gay… 

It was truly… a massive loss to women! 

This resource was wasted just like that. 

Even though Yan Zhiqing had already seen countless beautiful faces everywhere in the entertainment 

industry, she still could not resist the appeal of Wei Wucai’s godly appearance. 

In her heart, Yan Zhiqing felt that it was fortunate Wei Wucai liked men. Otherwise, what a massive 

disaster this would have been! 

Upon thinking this way, Yan Zhiqing finally relaxed somewhat. 

Fortunately, Wei Wucai liked men. 

Otherwise, she was afraid she would not have been able to hold herself back. 

Who would be able to hold back against such a man? 

n now 

“Well, you can talk to me from now on!” Yan Zhiqing said happily. 

She had never imagined that she would be able to get such an unexpected bonus from coming here to 

film. 

Just like that, she gained a gay bestie. 

“Mm.” Wei Wucai nodded somewhat shyly. 

Yan Zhiqing was so happy that she rubbed her hands together and asked him, “So you and Han 

Zhuofeng…” 

The corner of Wei Wucai’s eye twitched subtly. To think that at this time, Yan Zhiqing was actually 

thinking about Han Zhuofeng. 



“He’s not the type I like. We’re not together,” Wei Wucai said with a cold expression. 

Upon seeing Yan Zhiqing’s shoulders droop, Wei Wucai added, “Although I don’t like him, I can’t say for 

sure if he likes me or not. After all, I’m not him.” 

  

Chapter 3038: Do You Have a Boyfriend? 

If Han Zhuofeng were to find out how Wei Wucai had framed him, he would weep tears of blood in front 

of Wei Wucai. 

Even if he couldn’t win against Wei Wucai, he would still try his best to fight him. 

As the third son of the Han Family, he had always been attracted to fair and beautiful girls! 

Who would like a rough old dude like Wei Wucai! 

Never in his lifetime! 

Wei Wucai was clearly very cunning. 

Han Zhuofeng told Wei Wucai that Yan Zhiqing started paying him more attention because she thought 

that he was dating Wei Wucai. 

Therefore, he said a little bit more about Han Zhuofeng, which might cause some misunderstandings. 

He wasn’t trying to clear up the misunderstanding. If Yan Zhiqing found out that Han Zhuofeng was not 

actually dating Wei Wucai, she might reconsider dating Han Zhuofeng. 

If Yan Zhiqing found out that Han Zhuofeng was straight and considered Han Zhuofeng was a good guy, 

it was possible for her to fall in love with Han Zhuofeng. 

Wei Wucai felt that he needed to eliminate this type of possibility. 

Han Zhuofeng always appeared weak in front of them. 

But he only appeared that way in front of his older brothers. 

Actually, Han Zhuofeng did it intentionally. 

After all, he was the youngest. 

He would pretend to be cute and stupid in front of his older brothers so that he could get more goodies 

and love from them. 

There’s no reason not to do it. 

However, the third son of the Han Family was always very cold and aloof when he was interacting with 

outsiders. 

He would never act funny and stupid like how he was when he was with his friends and family. 

Han Zhuofeng was handsome. He was also very good at acting cute. That is, if he wanted to do it. 



He could be cute and fierce. And so, he was loved by girls. Girls fought over him. 

Yan Zhiqing worked in the same industry as him and did a similar type of work as him. 

Their families had known each other for a long time. 

Considering all these factors, Han Zhuofeng and Yan Zhiqing were very compatible. 

And so, some things must be done to prevent Yan Zhiqing from noticing that Han Zhuofeng could 

become a good boyfriend. 

Wei Wucai, being cunning and ruthless, decided to make Han Zhuofeng gay. 

He didn’t care about Han Zhuofeng’s feelings at all. 

If Han Zhuoli, Han Zhuoling, or any other elders of the Han Family found out about this, they would beat 

Wei Wucai to death. Han Zhuofeng would do the same too. 

Clearly, Wei Wucai was risking his life to do this. 

Of course, Han Zhuofeng had no idea. 

Currently, he was still in Yan Zhiqing’s car and was very curious as to what was going on with Yan Zhiqing 

and Wei Wucai. 

When Yan Zhiqing heard Wei Wucai say that, she blinked a few times. 

Wei Wucai seemed to have given away too much information. 

“Are you saying that Han Zhuofeng is…” Yan Zhiqing did not finish her sentence. However, it was obvious 

what she was about to say. 

“I don’t know,” Wei Wucai said. “I don’t know his sexual orientation. I just don’t know if he likes me or 

not.” 

Despite the embarrassment, Wei Wucai had really forced himself to finish the remaining half of the 

sentence. 

Yan Zhiqing nodded and stopped asking any questions about Han Zhuofeng. 

“Then… do you have a boyfriend right now?” Yan Zhiqing was finally able to ask the question she had 

been dying to ask. 

The moment she asked the question, her face lit up with excitement. 

Wei Wucai’s mouth twitched. He answered, “No. My focus now is work and I haven’t been thinking 

about this. What about you?” 

Wei Wucai asked calmly, “Is there anyone you like?” 

“No.” Yan Zhiqing waved her hand, appearing to not care about this at all. “Am I not busy enough? Or do 

I not have enough hobbies? Why should I be dating? Isn’t it better to be single? It’s more comfortable.” 

“Is there really no one you like?” Wei Wucai asked again. 



  

Chapter 3039: Blushing Uncontrollably 

“None.” Yan Zhiqing already considered Wei Wucai to be her gay bestie. Without hiding anything, she 

answered as she placed her hand on her chest, “No one has ever made my heart skip a beat.” 

The moment Yan Zhiqing finished her sentence, she remembered how her heart had skipped a beat 

when she was facing Wei Wucai. 

She had never dated before, so she had no idea as to whether that sensation was the feeling of love. 

However, she had never felt anything like that before. 

Wei Wucai smiled in satisfaction as he said, “Good. We are both single. We should hang out when we 

are free. You might not have enough time to do that when you start dating.” 

“No.” Yan Zhiqing patted her chest and said gallantly, “I value friends the most. Others value the person 

they are dating more than their friends, but I value my friends more than the person I date. Also, I am 

young. There is no rush. I still want to enjoy the freedom of being single.” 

She continued, “As for you, you are not young anymore.” The moment Yan Zhiqing finished her 

sentence, she realized that something was wrong. 

Wei Wucai loved men, so he must not have any thoughts about having kids. 

It didn’t matter as to when he dated someone or got married. 

“Although you are single now, did you ever date anyone?” Yan Zhiqing asked with a curious expression. 

Wei Wucai smiled. Yan Zhiqing trembled. For some reason, she felt that Wei Wucai’s smile was a little 

cold. 

She looked again and saw that his smile was still appearing warm and harmless. 

She must have been seeing things. 

She then heard Wei Wucai’s answer. “No, I have never dated anyone.” 

He looked towards Yan Zhiqing and said, “I have been training since I was young at the Mount Lan 

Compound. I didn’t have the time and couldn’t bother to date anyone. All I thought about was passing 

the tests and completing the missions. Time went by too fast every day, and I was simply not in the 

mood to think about these things.” 

Yan Zhiqing blinked and suddenly moved closer towards Wei Wucai. 

The table was small. The moment Yan Zhiqing moved closer… 

Wei Wucai could smell the nice scent on her. 

If she moved closer even more, he would be able to smell her breath. 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 



Because this girl thought he liked guys, she became so careless and even stopped seeing him as a guy! 

Wei Wucai quickly narrowed his eyes. He did it so fast that Yan Zhiqing did not even notice. 

Suddenly, he moved forward while supporting himself on the small table with one hand. 

This movement brought Yan Zhiqing even closer to him. 

Yan Zhiqing was not mentally prepared at all. Because Wei Wucai moved forward suddenly, Yan Zhiqing 

could not back away in time. 

She froze in shock. 

She could not help but widen her eyes. Wei Wucai’s face was right in front of her, making every feature 

of his face appear bigger and clearer. 

This time, the two were very close to each other. 

They were so close that they could feel each other’s breaths. 

Yan Zhiqing was so nervous that she held her breath. 

From her point of view, her nose was almost touching Wei Wucai’s nose. 

Actually, there was still some space between the two. 

When Yan Zhiqing finally came to her senses, she hurriedly moved back. 

She felt her face burning up. It was as though her face had been roasted. 

Before even giving any thought to it, she raised her hands and covered her face. 

She felt her palms getting hotter. 

Even without a mirror, she could tell that her face had become red. 

So embarrassing! 

Yan Zhiqing closed her eyes, refusing to accept this reality. 

Did she really get turned on by a gay guy! 

  

Chapter 3040: You Get What I Mean 

“What’s wrong? Are you not feeling well?” Wei Wucai asked despite already knowing the answer. He 

even feigned an expression of not understanding what was really going on. 

“It’s n-nothing…” Yan Zhiqing momentarily did not dare to look at him, and her gaze flitted around 

randomly. “I just suddenly got a fright. It’s nothing.” 

Wei Wucai nodded. “Apologies. I didn’t do it intentionally.” 

“It’s fine, it’s fine!” Yan Zhiqing exclaimed loudly. “We’re sisters! It doesn’t matter!” 



Wei Wucai laughed as well. 

She was truly showing more and more that she did not know this was all a cover-up. 

“What did you want to ask me just now?” Wei Wucai asked as he ate a few slices of cucumber like 

nothing had happened. 

Yan Zhiqing looked at the cucumber that had been cut into slices. She felt bad all over. 

Some really dirty images suddenly appeared in her mind. 

She hurriedly shook her head. 

Her heart said that Wei Wucai’s previous attitude was very arrogant, and she had found it unpleasant to 

hear him speak. When she saw him during those times, she had not felt much attraction to him despite 

acknowledging that he was indeed a rarely seen level of good-looking. 

Around that time, Wei Wucai’s tongue was truly too poisonous. 

It was not as if Yan Zhiqing had some sort of masochistic fetish, so why would she like Wei Wucai? 

However, she had now gotten close to Wei Wucai and could even be this friendly with him, to the extent 

that they were sitting together and chatting like close friends. 

Yan Zhiqing suddenly realized Wei Wucai was actually a pretty decent person. 

After getting to know him, she realized his personality was not as bad as he had previously shown. 

On the contrary, those times were just due to him being unable to tolerate certain people. 

However, once they became friends, Yan Zhiqing realized Wei Wucai was not like what she thought in 

the past. 

It was precisely due to this that Yan Zhiqing’s impression of Wei Wucai changed. 

She finally began to look at him without prejudice. 

As such, she was affected by how attractive he was. 

Now, while watching Wei Wucai eat cucumber… 

Yan Zhiqing had a feeling similar to that of a pig digging up a good Chinese cabbage with its snout. 

Of course, Wei Wucai was that good cabbage. 

Who knew which man would be digging him up in the future… 

After thinking about this, Yan Zhiqing concluded that Wei Wucai was unexpectedly the bottom in a gay 

relationship. He had not admitted it, but how could this escape her eyes? 

Just like the matter of Wei Wucai being gay, had she not figured it out very accurately? 

So, she felt she would also be right about Wei Wucai being an absolute bottom. 



As she thought of this, as well as of Wei Wucai’s face and how he would be treated like this and that by 

some man in the future… 

Yan Zhiqing’s heart ached. 

Even if the other party was a man, it would only be right if Wei Wucai was the “pitcher”—the dominant! 

Yan Zhiqing stabilized her state of mind before saying, “You’ve been at the Mount Lan Compound from a 

young age and haven’t had much interaction with girls. Could that have caused you to have a 

misunderstanding about your orientation?” 

Wei Wucai gazed at her with a profound expression. Seeing as Yan Zhiqing wanted a one-way trip to the 

dark side… 

He would help her do that. 

Consequently, Wei Wucai said, “It’s not like the Mount Lan Compound doesn’t have a single girl there. 

Aside from Fang Jianran…” 

Fang Jiaran—Fang Boran’s younger sister—was now a famous person’s wife and the mistress of the 

Mount Lan Compound. 

“There are also women in our medical team. Additionally, those who are in charge of the Mount Lan 

Compound’s daily activities are mostly female. From young to old, we have them all. 

“However, I’ve never felt anything for a single one of them. After that, I started getting dispatched for 

assignments, so I didn’t come across many girls. My family members did introduce me to some, but I 

didn’t feel anything for them either. 

“Ever since entering puberty, the others would all secretly look at some magazines,” Wei Wucai said, 

giving Yan Zhiqing a line of mutual understanding that need not be explained. “You get what I mean.” 

  

 

  

  

 


